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From 22-27 July 2019, a Russian Tupolev Tu-154M LK-1 surveillance aircraft conducted an overflight of the 
Canadian Arctic, using its onboard imagery systems to “observe and verify objects of interest or concern, such 
as military installations, industrial complexes, population centres and transportation facilities” along its flight 
path.1 There were no Canadian media stories decrying that this activity encroached on Canadian sovereignty or 
threatened Arctic security (like Russian Bear or Blackjack bomber flights into North American air defence 
identification zones). Instead, the Russian inspection team conducted the overflight in accordance with the 
provisions laid out in the Open Skies Treaty. This treaty, established on 24 March 1992 and entered into force 
on 1 January 2002, was designed to increase confidence and transparency by allowing unarmed surveillance 
flights over member countries (currently 34) to and thus reduce the risk of surprise military attacks.2  

Canadian Strategic Joint Staff Arms Control Verification (SJS ACV) observers accompanied the Russian team after 
a thorough Royal Canadian Air Force (RCAF) inspection of the plane in in Trenton (a treaty-allowed entry point 
to Canada) on 22 July. Flying out of Iqaluit, Nunavut, the Open Skies flight was limited to less than 6150 km (as 
prescribed by the treaty), and adhered to a pre-determined flightpath.3 “The Russian aircraft will fly along the 
route agreed with the observed party, and Canadian specialists on board will monitor the application of 
surveillance equipment and compliance with the provisions of the treaty,” Krasnaya Zvezda [Red Star], the 
official magazine of the Russian Ministry of Defence, informed readers. “Observation flights under the treaty 
are carried out in order to promote greater openness and transparency in the military activities of the States 
parties, as well as to enhance security.”4 

While the Russian observation team flew over the Canadian Arctic, three members of the Canadian Arms Control 
Verification Team overflew Russia as co-leads of a joint Open Skies Treaty mission with the United States and 
Hungary. Russian experts pre-inspected the Hungarian aircraft at the Kubinka airfield, and Russian 
representatives accompanied the observation mission as it flew over Russian territory. “Canada is a signatory 
to several security treaties, including those dedicated to the elimination, reduction or control of weapons of 
mass destruction and conventional armaments,” an earlier Canadian Department of National Defence news 
release had explained. “The Treaty on Open Skies is one example of how Canada exercises its commitment to 
reducing the threat of armed conflict by increasing trust and confidence through developing greater openness 
and transparency between states.”5 

On 21 May 2020, U.S. President Donald Trump announced that the United States is pulling out of the Open Skies 
treaty on the pretext that Russia has repeatedly violated the terms of the pact. Although senior Russian officials 
denied these allegations,6 they are clearly using the Treaty as a means to bolster some revisionist claims: 

http://redstar.ru/mezhdunarodnye-inspektsii-s-pristalnym-vnimaniem/?attempt=1
https://www.state.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/Compliance-Report-2019-August-19-Unclassified-Final.pdf
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refusing access to observation flights within a 10-kilometer corridor along Russia’s border with Russian-occupied 
Georgian regions of Abkhazia and South Ossetia, and designating an Open Skies refueling airfield in Crimea to 
“advance its claim of purported annexation of the peninsula, which the United States does not and will never 
accept.”7 In 2018, Russia imposed program flight limitations over its military epicenter, Kaliningrad, located in 
Northeastern Europe, as well as parts of Odessa and Georgia.8 The United States reciprocated with similar 
restrictions over military installations in Hawaii. While reasoning behind the decision seems established, the 
merits and impacts of the U.S. exit remain to be fully understood. 

The value of the Open Skies treaty comes from nearly three decades of evidence-based assessments and 
significant normative endorsement.9 Our focus in this short piece is on implications for northern North America, 
and we offer a simple assessment with regard to the Arctic: the U.S. decision to withdraw from Open Skies 
significantly favours the Russian Federation. We outline three main reasons for this assessment: 1) degraded 
visibility of the so-called ‘Russian militarized Arctic’, and uncertainty about Russian defence capabilities along 
the Northern Sea Route; 2) impacts on deterrence and defence spending strategies, and 3) erosion of Arctic 
security cooperation and strategic stability.  

Russian Militarization of the Arctic 

For nearly a decade, scholars and the media have dedicated substantial effort and time offering perspectives on 
Russia’s militarization of “the Arctic.” Since 2014, Russia has planned, operationalized, mobilized, and deployed 
a robust and sophisticated military presence and capability throughout the Russian Arctic, including components 
of the new-generation on- and off-shore air defence network.10 Furthermore, Russia continues to enhance and 
expand its offensive military capabilities in the North. For example, in mid-November 2019, Russia test fired an 
aviation-adapted Kinzhal hypersonic ballistic missile from a MiG 31K north of the Kola Peninsula. It has 
announced plans to station and further test these capabilities throughout its Arctic, and Franz Joseph Land in 
particular.11 

Open Skies represented a key ability for the West to monitor and detail developments in Russian military and 
dual-use infrastructure. Considering the diminished geosynchronous satellite coverage at high latitudes, as well 
as the limitations of Polar-orbiting constellations, the withdrawal from the treaty becomes even more 
concerning. Russian military strategy is considerably different from Western doctrine and practice. For example, 
the concept of anti-access / area denial (A2/AD) does not exist in the Russian military lexicon or thinking. 
Arguably, Russian defence strategy does not even plan against the notion of preventing adversarial intrusion in 
the way that Westerners strategize around defensive access ‘bubbles.’ Russian concepts continue to confound 
military allies in the West, necessitating close observation to provide high fidelity data to support planning 
efforts. Withdrawal from Open Skies severely degrades the resolution the United States gained from aerial 
surveys – and it conducts far more flights over Russia than the Russians fly over U.S. territory.12  

Detriment to Deterrence 

The two basic schools of deterrence are deterrence by denial and deterrence by punishment. While the first 
reduces stability by incentivizing the adversary to attempt to close the gap created by denial systems, the latter 
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seeks to maintain or improve stability through mutual vulnerability. In both cases, the purpose of deterrence is 
“to reduce the probability of enemy military attack by posing a sufficient prospect of suffering a net loss as a 
result, or at least a higher net loss / lower net gain resulting from no attack.”13 Traditionally, deterrence can be 
readily understood by considering two prime examples: the concept of Mutually Assured Destruction (MAD),14 
and the principle of NATO Article 5: Collective Defence. Deterrence targets geopolitical, military, and fiscal 
decision-making cycles. Whether in pursuit of strategic stability involving nuclear arsenals and arms control or 
reducing chances of miscalculation, misperception or confrontation, effective deterrence requires enormous 
amounts of information.  

Russia’s Arctic militarization efforts represent the fastest and most robust increases in military footprint and 
capability in the circumpolar region, prompting more military-related discourse around the implications of 
resurgent great power competition for Arctic relations and stability.15 In order for the North American allies to 
effectively pursue deterrence in the North, access to the best possible information is not a luxury – it is essential 
to success. Open Skies contributes to deterrence through transparency and communicative processes. “Access 
to Russian airspace and military installations continues to be an important tool to monitor and constrain 
Moscow’s further aggression in the post-Soviet space,” an analyst with the Lawrence Livermore National 
Laboratory recently noted. Withdrawing from the Treaty also inhibits the United States’ ability to accurately 
assess Russian Arctic military infrastructure and deployments16 and, in turn, to construct and prosecute an 
effective deterrence strategy with its allies.  

A Retreat from Security Cooperation and Stability 

While the emerging Arctic regime since the end of the Cold War has never lived up to the liberal “exceptionalist” 
dreams espoused by many commentators, the Circumpolar Arctic has been, and continues to be, a relatively 
peaceful and cooperative region. This does not deny intensifying competition, however, and commentators now 
frequently point to the potential for “spillover” from major power competition and conflict in other parts of the 
world to undermine regional relationships and stability. For both Russia and NATO, the Arctic represents a 
strategic space in which to base capabilities in support of power projection and strategic deterrence.  In the 
absence of a distinct regional “hard security” architecture encompassing the entire Circumpolar North, 
preserving what Oran Young characterized as a “dramatic shift from the status of sensitive theatre of operations 
for the deployment of strategic weapons systems” to a “mosaic of cooperative arrangements emerging in the 
Arctic”17 requires careful attentiveness to broader international drivers and processes.  

The U.S. intention to pull out of Open Skies amplifies uncertainty at a time when indicators suggest widening 
fissures and micro-fractures in what has been a generally stable (but fragmented) post-Cold War Arctic security 
regime. In the wake of Russian aggression in Ukraine in 2014, the Arctic/Northern Chiefs of Defence no longer 
meet, the Arctic Forces Security Roundtable no longer includes Russian representation, and military-to-military 
interactions are minimal. (Arctic state coast guard cooperation remains strong, however, through the Arctic 
Coast Guard Forum). Despite popular misconceptions that continue to point to climate change, continental shelf 
“claims,” shipping lanes, and resources18 as sources of tension, it is international relations more generally – not 
Arctic issues or interests – that explain these fissures or fractures. Thus, while Secretary of State Michael Pompeo 
justified the U.S. withdrawal as a demonstration of its unwillingness “to perpetuate the Treaty’s current problems 

https://thebulletin.org/2019/12/five-reasons-why-the-us-should-not-withdraw-from-the-open-skies-treaty/
https://www.state.gov/on-the-treaty-on-open-skies/
https://www.state.gov/on-the-treaty-on-open-skies/
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of Russian-engendered threat and distrust simply in order to maintain an empty façade of cooperation with 
Moscow,”19 it sends a strong strategic message alongside the U.S. retreat from other international agreements and 
institutions. While Arctic state national self-interests mean that the region is unlikely to see military conflict in the 
foreseeable future, the erosion of American confidence in international arms control, non-proliferation, and 
disarmament agreements and commitments is likely to heighten uncertainty, encourage great power competition, 
and have spillover effects that test Arctic cooperation and regional stability.  
Final Reflections 

The U.S. exit from Open Skies has global and regional implications, including the monitoring of Russian Arctic 
militarization, protecting U.S. intelligence gathering methods that support deterrence, and security cooperation 
in the Arctic. It is yet another example of deteriorating U.S. faith in, and commitment to, established confidence- 
and trust-building measures designed to create a broad international security regime that promotes stability and 
predictability. In his press conference statement on 21 May 2020, Pompeo suggests that Russia’s “approach to Treaty 
implementation has fatally undermined the very intent of the Treaty as a confidence- and trust-building measure,  
far from allowing Open Skies to contribute – as it was intended to do – to building regional trust and goodwill, 
Moscow has increasingly used Open Skies as a tool to facilitate military coercion.” In the Trump Administration’s 
view, “Rather than using the Open Skies Treaty as a mechanism for improving trust and confidence through military 
transparency, Russia has, therefore, weaponized the Treaty by making it into a tool of intimidation and threat.”  As 
part of broader strategic messaging identifying Russia as a revisionist actor globally and a threat to North America, 
the prospect of conceptualizing it as a reliable Arctic partner committed to circumpolar cooperation and stability 
becomes increasingly difficult.  

In his press statement, Pompeo suggested that the United States may “reconsider our withdrawal should Russia 
return to full compliance with the Treaty.”20 During the six-month exit period, analysts and commentators will 
continue to discuss and debate potential implications, as well as solutions to address the void opened by the 
U.S. withdrawal from the Treaty. First, the problem needs to be defined – the critical step that requires 90% of 
the effort in problem solving, according to former U.S. Secretary of Defense James Mattis.21 What military-
related impacts will result in the United States withdrawing from Open Skies? How should diplomatic officials 
factor this event and the impending gap into geopolitical thinking and efforts? How might adversaries leverage 
advantages or even succumb to potential disadvantages? How will this affect allies and alliances? With Russia 
no longer permitted to conduct flights over the U.S., will they reorient their flights towards the European and 
Canadian Arctics? And for Arctic states like Canada, what does the erosion of U.S. trust and commitment to 
international agreements, such as Open Skies, mean for our assumptions about Arctic stability predicated on the 
spirit of the 2008 Ilulissat Declaration: that extensive, existing international frameworks ensure, or at least promote, 
the orderly, peaceful settlement of disputes between regional actors? 

  

https://www.state.gov/on-the-treaty-on-open-skies/
https://www.armed-services.senate.gov/download/oshaughnessy_03-03-20
https://cil.nus.edu.sg/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/2008-Ilulissat-Declaration.pdf
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